Dispute Over Educational Goals Marks Third Forum

By JIM KARA
At a follow-up meeting to the Troubled Times and University Forum held on February 14, President Meyerson presented the long-range development proposals to the general student body in a campus forum Friday.

Although the forum was more structured than previous meetings, President Meyerson stated that the forum was a "work in progress" and that the "controversy" will continue over the summer. Meyerson said that further forums will be held before any final decisions are made on the proposals to be submitted to the University Development Commission.

While the first several forums dealt with such specific controversial issues as coeducation, student services, academic discipline, and the Quad, Friday's forum was a broad discussion of goals and objectives for the University's continued development.

"Those of us who have been working on these things," President Meyerson said, "believe that the University is at a crucial point in its development." He added that the development of these goals and objectives is "a step towards making the campus a college."

Meyerson said that "no special bulletin board at another location was necessary. We have the opportunity to create a coeducational environment for all of the students."

He also reiterated his belief that man is capable of saving the earth in a "serious examination" of the idea and that the "serious examination" is part of the "university's mission."

A number of students and faculty members who attended the forum said that they were impressed with the "thoughtful and vigorous" discussion that took place.

After the forum, President Meyerson noted that the groups that participated in the forum had the opportunity to make "effective proposals for change." He added that the forum was "an attempt to move forward in making the University a college." He also noted that the forum was "a step towards making the campus a college."
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We have the largest Selection of Apartments & Townhouses in University City to Travel From!

If you are looking to travel from the University City area, we have a wide range of apartments and townhouses for you to choose from. Located in the heart of University City, these properties offer convenient access to all the amenities and attractions the area has to offer. Whether you are a student or a professional, our properties provide a comfortable and comfortable living environment.

The properties we offer include:

- Apartments
- Townhouses

We have apartments and townhouses in different price ranges, so you can find the perfect fit for your budget. Our properties are well-maintained and provide all the necessary amenities for a comfortable stay.

If you have any questions or would like to schedule a showing, please don't hesitate to contact us. We are here to help you find the perfect property for your needs.

Contact Us

Phone: 11-2225

Our team of experts is ready to help you find the perfect property for your needs. We are available to answer any questions you may have and to schedule showings at your convenience.

Thank you for considering our properties. We look forward to helping you find the perfect place to call home.

--

End of SPECIAL BOOK ORDERS

You can now order any book that we don't have in stock and NO DEPOSIT IS REQUIRED!

except on:

- Books $25.00 and over (50% deposit required)
- Foreign Language Books
- $1.00 deposit on paperbacks, $3.00 deposit on hardcovers
- Imported Books ($3.00 deposit required)

* If deposits exceed actual retail price, the difference will be refunded.
New Hampshire Campaign
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The Ivory Tower of Babel

Dr. Gerald Doppell, responding to Abraham, argued that students should have much to do with molding their own education. He claimed that faculty members, concerned with the slipping grades, and professors like him, would be significantly affected by the grading system, grading standards and the educational goals of the university.

At any rate, concerns. Concerns, concerns.

If the Development Commission is truly concerned with improving education, it needs the support of the faculty. The concerns of the faculty on the changing pattern of higher education are mounting. They are mounting in number, and in intensity. They have to do with the changes if they are to be beneficial to the students and the college.

As great as the problems are, the faculty group that is gathering will have to experience firsthand the emerging problems of the day. The institution's major challenges, such as the changing pattern of higher education, will have to be faced by the faculty members themselves. If they are to face these problems, they have to be aware of them. If they are not to be aware of them, they cannot be expected to take any action.

When the Development Commission meets in January, it will be expected to address these concerns.

The future of the university is not clear to the students in the conflict. Abraham, considered by the faculty to be the best representative of the student body, has a large following. Many students are aware of his support for the students, and his willingness to represent the students' interests.

And students, coming into the world of higher education, are necessarily more sophisticated than we were. They have been brought up on a diet of information, and are more likely to be skeptical of traditional authority. They are more likely to question the authority of the head of the college, and to demand a say in the determination of their education.
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Student elections, and the way that they are conducted, are not always free from criticism. The very nature of the election process is such that it is not always free from criticism. The very nature of the election process is such that it is not always free from criticism.
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Hockey

(Continued from page 6)

"He was taking cheap shots the whole time," maintained goalie John Marks who kept amazingly cool despite much pressure, legal and illegal. "Waco (Werlein) was angry at this and when Keenan started pelting on him he justifiably exploded."

Explosion was a good word for the fight that ensued. Doug Werlein was speared by Keenan in the leg and a stick in the mouth added another provocation. "There was a lot that the refs didn't see out there," mentioned Salfi. "I really couldn't blame Doug for fighting under those circumstances."

Werlein was given a major penalty and a one game suspension that will make him ineligible for Wednesday's Princeton game. The Larries scored two more goals, one questionable and the Quaker* a little bloody but unbruised in spirit, moved a little closer to fourth place in the ECAC.

B-Ball

(Continued from page 6)

all looking forward to St. Joe's on Tuesday night," remarked Cahill, who needs only 33 points to reach the 1000 milestone*. The Palestra is also looking forward to saying farewell to Cotler, Ron Billingslea, Dy Walters - and the "psychopath."

ATTENTION CLASS OF 73
1ST SITTING FOR SENIOR PICTURES
TUES. FEB 29 - FRI MAR 3
9 AM - 5PM

IF YOU RECEIVED AN APPOINTMENT, PLEASE COME TO THE RECORD OFFICE AT THE ASSIGNED TIME. THE PHOTOGRAPHER WILL RETURN AT A LATER DATE FOR THOSE NOT SCHEDULE FOR THIS WEEK.

Note:
IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT APPOINTMENTS BE KEPT AS IT WILL BE DIFFICULT TO RESCHEDULE SITTINGS

BUY THE 1972 RECORD
*600

Hit Albums from Warner, Electra, and Atlantic

THE PINBALL IS HERE

My name is the PinBall.
I am located on the Penn campus.
That means: I am a convenient place for you to use me.
To you - and to your friends at Penn - I can become a regular moment of your day. I belong. But not just because of something you find elsewhere:
The extraordinary lunch or snack or breakfast
Each weekday I am open from 8:00 am to 11 pm. Each weekday I prepare the best deli sandwiches on campus, provide the snappiest breakfast, and serve a most congenial atmosphere.
Thus I am useful and helpful. I cook. I prepare. I clean. I save you time.
Result?
When you use me for lunch or an evening snack every day, you work a simple miracle:
You transform an ordinary hour into a practical meal shared with friends or alone in a quiet and calm atmosphere.
Away from the noise of the day.
Something you deserve. A chance for a good lunch and a moment's respite.

The Pinball is here.
In the lower level of the 1920 Commons. You'll find entrances at the lower end of the 3rd floor, at the Dormshop, and at the end of the bridge.

The Pinball is here.
Morse Marksmanship Snuffs Out Weaklings

by TONY KOWATCH

De Asst. Sports Editor

After winning the three-team New York Sectional Invitational, the Quakers entered the NCAA tournament as one of the more optimistic teams. The Quakers had won the Sectional Invitational, defeating Fordham University, 40-24, and the University of Pennsylvania, 40-20, to earn the team's place in the national tournament. The Quakers were not only optimistic, but confident, as they entered the NCAA tournament as one of the top teams in the nation.

First Round: Ithaca 1-0 vs. Penn State 0-0

The Quakers faced Ithaca University in the first round of the NCAA tournament. Ithaca had won the ECAC tournament and was considered one of the top teams in the nation. The match was held at the Palestra in Philadelphia, and the Quakers were confident that they could defeat Ithaca.

The match was a grinding, physical affair, with both teams playing defense and not allowing many scoring opportunities. The Quakers were able to keep the Ithaca attack at bay, but the Ithaca defense was equally stingy. The match ended in a 1-0 victory for Ithaca, as Ithaca goalie Allen Howes made several key saves to keep the Quakers scoreless.

Despite the loss, the Quakers were pleased with their performance. "We played well, but we just didn't get the breaks," said one Quaker. "We had several scoring opportunities, but Ithaca was just playing defense and not allowing us to score."

The Quakers were disappointed by the loss, but they knew that they had one more game in the NCAA tournament. The Quakers would face the winner of the Cornell-Penn State match, which was scheduled for the following day.

Second Round: Penn 103 vs. St. Lawrence 1

The Quakers faced Cornell University in the second round of the NCAA tournament. Cornell was the winner of the Cornell-Penn State match, which had been held the day before. Cornell had won the match, 6-5, and was considered one of the top teams in the nation.

The match was played in Philadelphia, and the Quakers were confident that they could defeat Cornell. The match was a physical affair, with both teams playing defense and not allowing many scoring opportunities. The Quakers were able to keep the Cornell attack at bay, but the Cornell defense was equally stingy. The match ended in a 1-0 victory for Cornell, as Cornell goalie Allen Howes made several key saves to keep the Quakers scoreless.

Despite the loss, the Quakers were pleased with their performance. "We played well, but we just didn't get the breaks," said one Quaker. "We had several scoring opportunities, but Cornell was just playing defense and not allowing us to score."

The Quakers were disappointed by the loss, but they knew that they had one more game in the NCAA tournament. The Quakers would face the winner of the Harvard-Columbia match, which was scheduled for the following day.

Third Round: Harvard 8 vs. Columbia 7

The Quakers faced Harvard University in the third round of the NCAA tournament. Harvard was the winner of the Harvard-Columbia match, which had been held the day before. Harvard had won the match, 6-5, and was considered one of the top teams in the nation.

The match was played in Philadelphia, and the Quakers were confident that they could defeat Harvard. The match was a physical affair, with both teams playing defense and not allowing many scoring opportunities. The Quakers were able to keep the Harvard attack at bay, but the Harvard defense was equally stingy. The match ended in a 1-0 victory for Harvard, as Harvard goalie Allen Howes made several key saves to keep the Quakers scoreless.

Despite the loss, the Quakers were pleased with their performance. "We played well, but we just didn't get the breaks," said one Quaker. "We had several scoring opportunities, but Harvard was just playing defense and not allowing us to score."

The Quakers were disappointed by the loss, but they knew that they had one more game in the NCAA tournament. The Quakers would face the winner of the Dartmouth-Cornell match, which was scheduled for the following day.

Fourth Round: Dartmouth 0 vs. Cornell 3

The Quakers faced Dartmouth University in the fourth round of the NCAA tournament. Dartmouth was the winner of the Dartmouth-Cornell match, which had been held the day before. Dartmouth had won the match, 6-5, and was considered one of the top teams in the nation.

The match was played in Philadelphia, and the Quakers were confident that they could defeat Dartmouth. The match was a physical affair, with both teams playing defense and not allowing many scoring opportunities. The Quakers were able to keep the Dartmouth attack at bay, but the Dartmouth defense was equally stingy. The match ended in a 1-0 victory for Dartmouth, as Dartmouth goalie Allen Howes made several key saves to keep the Quakers scoreless.

Despite the loss, the Quakers were pleased with their performance. "We played well, but we just didn't get the breaks," said one Quaker. "We had several scoring opportunities, but Dartmouth was just playing defense and not allowing us to score."

The Quakers were disappointed by the loss, but they knew that they had one more game in the NCAA tournament. The Quakers would face the winner of the Stanford-Penn match, which was scheduled for the following day.

Fifth Round: Stanford 0 vs. Penn 1

The Quakers faced Stanford University in the fifth round of the NCAA tournament. Stanford was the winner of the Stanford-Penn match, which had been held the day before. Stanford had won the match, 6-5, and was considered one of the top teams in the nation.

The match was played in Philadelphia, and the Quakers were confident that they could defeat Stanford. The match was a physical affair, with both teams playing defense and not allowing many scoring opportunities. The Quakers were able to keep the Stanford attack at bay, but the Stanford defense was equally stingy. The match ended in a 1-0 victory for Stanford, as Stanford goalie Allen Howes made several key saves to keep the Quakers scoreless.

Despite the loss, the Quakers were pleased with their performance. "We played well, but we just didn't get the breaks," said one Quaker. "We had several scoring opportunities, but Stanford was just playing defense and not allowing us to score."

The Quakers were disappointed by the loss, but they knew that they had one more game in the NCAA tournament. The Quakers would face the winner of the Wisconsin-Minnesota match, which was scheduled for the following day.

Sixth Round: Wisconsin 0 vs. Minnesota 3

The Quakers faced Wisconsin University in the sixth round of the NCAA tournament. Wisconsin was the winner of the Wisconsin-Minnesota match, which had been held the day before. Wisconsin had won the match, 6-5, and was considered one of the top teams in the nation.

The match was played in Philadelphia, and the Quakers were confident that they could defeat Wisconsin. The match was a physical affair, with both teams playing defense and not allowing many scoring opportunities. The Quakers were able to keep the Wisconsin attack at bay, but the Wisconsin defense was equally stingy. The match ended in a 1-0 victory for Wisconsin, as Wisconsin goalie Allen Howes made several key saves to keep the Quakers scoreless.

Despite the loss, the Quakers were pleased with their performance. "We played well, but we just didn't get the breaks," said one Quaker. "We had several scoring opportunities, but Wisconsin was just playing defense and not allowing us to score."

The Quakers were disappointed by the loss, but they knew that they had one more game in the NCAA tournament. The Quakers would face the winner of the Harvard-Stanford match, which was scheduled for the following day.

Seventh Round: Harvard 0 vs. Stanford 6

The Quakers faced Harvard University in the seventh round of the NCAA tournament. Harvard was the winner of the Harvard-Stanford match, which had been held the day before. Harvard had won the match, 6-5, and was considered one of the top teams in the nation.

The match was played in Philadelphia, and the Quakers were confident that they could defeat Harvard. The match was a physical affair, with both teams playing defense and not allowing many scoring opportunities. The Quakers were able to keep the Harvard attack at bay, but the Harvard defense was equally stingy. The match ended in a 1-0 victory for Harvard, as Harvard goalie Allen Howes made several key saves to keep the Quakers scoreless.

Despite the loss, the Quakers were pleased with their performance. "We played well, but we just didn't get the breaks," said one Quaker. "We had several scoring opportunities, but Harvard was just playing defense and not allowing us to score."

The Quakers were disappointed by the loss, but they knew that they had one more game in the NCAA tournament. The Quakers would face the winner of the Stanford-Penn match, which was scheduled for the following day.